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Motivation



Main Question

Could we construct a more random set 
from a given random set? 

How to formalize? Why important?



Computable

Logicians … computable by a Turing machine 

Mathematicians … a formula can be simplified 
such as 2+3, 2x+1+4x, some integration, etc. 

Statisticians and data scientists … computable 
with random access



With random access

Which sets are computable with random access? 

An old answer: computable sets



Old answer



If  there many answers,

Problem: Construct some non-computable set. 

Without random access: Impossible. 

With random access: Possible. 

How difficult is it to compute a set in a given class?
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We ask whether each arrow is strict. This can be 
interpreted as we ask whether we can construct a 
more random set from a given random set. 

In particular, we look at how uniformity plays a 
role in this setting.



Proof















Construct a random set A 

Forcing A(n_k)=0 in sparse positions  
=> too sparse not to be Schnorr random 

Number of  candidates of  n_k is small  
=> so small that some computable martingale 
succeeds (very slowly)





Construct A in SR and B=Phi(A) not in CR 

Forcing B(n_k)=0 in some positions 

Number of  candidates of  n_k should be small 

However, measure of  inverse image may be too 
small (may be empty) and some computable 
martingale may succeed in Schnorr sense even if  
n_k is very sparse





Induced measure is “close to” uniform measure 
=> The same method can be applied 

Induced measure is “far from” uniform measure 
=> The another method will be applied















Summary
We studied randomness notions in Muchnik 
degrees and Medvedev degrees. They are related 
to reverse maths and Weihrauch degrees. 

We found two problems that is possible non-
uniformly but impossible uniformly. 

Interesting interaction between analysis and 
computability.


